
The proposal of separating the Petriclave Exclave, hereby referred to as Tortugán further in the
document, stems from the inactivity of the former Petrichor state in the region. Recognizing that
this is not out of contempt or any other motive and is simply a product of Petrichor as a whole
rescinding into inactivity, I believe that my development of the exclave as opposed to the near
silence from Petrichor (now part of Bloom) is justification to become separate.

The territories of the proposed State of Tortugán consists of the current southern exclave of
Bloomian Petrichor. The majority of activity within the proposed state occurs only on the
exclave, yet because of the isolated nature of the state, required external resources to operate
such as assistance from senator actions, journeys to and from the City of Icenia for use of their
factories, and extensive support from city dwellers in order to use the ore exchange.

I would also like to emphasize the scale of infrastructure in the exclave, which may or may not
be apparent from the skyline since from there it looks like a quaint little town, which for the most



part it is.

However, inside there are several factories including:
- A basic smelter
- A gold forge
- A charcoal maker
- A rail factory
- An iron forge
- An ore smelter encased within an underground IRO bunker
- and A public Carpentry Factory and Compactor
This of course is not ignoring the contributions of senators and the necessity to use Icenian
Factories to acquire the materials for said factories, but considering all there is here, we are
leaning off the reliance on foreign factories significantly.

In conclusion this document proposes the creation of the State of Tortugán, with the territories
outlined previously in the document, with Logonts (me) as governor and founder.


